We are delighted to welcome you to the Kellogg Institute for International Studies—a vibrant interdisciplinary community centered on research themes (kellogg.nd.edu/research/research-themes) of democracy and human development.

As a doctoral student, you have multiple opportunities to engage with Kellogg to enhance your wider experience at Notre Dame. In turn, your participation in Institute activities enriches the Kellogg community of scholars.

Your engagement with Kellogg can take many forms, from doctoral student discussion workshops to collaborating with faculty on research. In addition, we welcome your new ideas for building our joint intellectual community and complementing your interests in international studies.

Browse the links below and don’t hesitate to contact me for more information.

Denise Wright, Program Manager
Visiting Fellow & Graduate Student Programs
dwright1@nd.edu | 574.631.8523

What can I do as a doctoral student affiliated with the Kellogg Institute?

- **Reach out to our Kellogg Faculty Fellows**, the more than 100 Notre Dame scholars (kellogg.nd.edu/people/kellogg-faculty) whose research is at the core of the Institute’s work come together from across the University.

- **Meet our Visiting Fellows and Guest Scholars**, outstanding scholars (kellogg.nd.edu/people/visiting-fellows) from around the world undertaking international research in a variety of disciplines.

- **Get to know other doctoral students.**
  - Meet our current students (kellogg.nd.edu/grad-students), who come together at Kellogg from around the world.
  - Organize and participate in Kellogg workshops run by doctoral students and hosted by the Institute—like these comparative politics workshops (sites.nd.edu/ki-comparative).

- **Attend the Institute’s weekly, interdisciplinary lecture series.** Lectures are held on Tuesdays at 12:30 PM and Work-in-Progress sessions are held on Thursdays at 4:00 PM most weeks when classes are in session. Look for upcoming talks in the Institute’s weekly email or on our calendar (kellogg.nd.edu/events).

- **Join a Kellogg Working Group** or work with a Kellogg Faculty Fellow to propose a new one! Working groups (kellogg.nd.edu/working-groups) bring together faculty and students from across the University to focus attention on emerging research themes or topical, interdisciplinary issues. Contact working group chairs to join an existing group.
Apply for a grant:

- Further your research with a doctoral research grant (kellogg.nd.edu/grad-research-grant).
- Complete your dissertation or field research with a Dissertation Year Fellowship (kellogg.nd.edu/dyf).
- Present your work with the help of a conference travel grant (kellogg.nd.edu/conf-travel-grant).
- Gain professional development with support of a professionalization grant (kellogg.nd.edu/prof-grant).

Tell the Institute community about yourself and your interests with a Kellogg web profile (see a sample here). Great for promoting your work and establishing connections, your profile introduces you to the Kellogg community.

Contact: Karen Clay, Communications Manager
kclay@nd.edu | 574.631.7118

Send us your news! We can often help get the word out on our website about new publications, honors, or policy work. We also like to keep the Kellogg community informed about what doctoral students are up to and especially appreciate photos that illustrate your fieldwork!

Contact: Karen Clay, Communications Manager
kclay@nd.edu | 574.631.7118

Tell the world you are a doctoral student affiliated with the Kellogg Institute for International Studies. Put your affiliation on your personal website, in your email signature, and more. You can also include a link to your Kellogg profile page!

Connect with us on Facebook (facebook.com/kellogginst) or YouTube (goo.gl/XQeToL), and Twitter (twitter.com/kellogginst).